
W.C. Miller Collegiate Re-opening School Plan 

August 20, 2020 

BLSD released and posted our divisional re-opening plan on Monday August 17, 2020.  The following information is a 
supplement to that plan to provide additional information for schooling at W.C. Miller Collegiate. 

After careful consideration of the health and provincial education guidelines, we have made the decision to maintain as 
much of our regular programming as possible in a schedule format that students are familiar with.   In order to do so, 
students have been divided into two groups (Green & Gold) and will attend school every other day with that group.  This 
will reduce traffic in our hallways and common spaces and groups will be organized to ensure that distancing in the 
classrooms and cleaning requirements can be met.  While this will afford students the ability to continue to take a 
broader range of courses, it will also mean that students will not be placed in cohorts and as such will be required to 
maintain two meters distancing in classrooms rather than the one meter allowed in cohorts. 

The Green and Gold groups have been created in a way that balanced many different factors including class sizes, 
attendance across school days, and some specific program requirements. The final groups will be confirmed after course 
changes have been completed and communicated out to families and students during the week of August 31-September 
4. 

We have made the following changes to our schedule: 

• Students will attend on alternating days – one day of in school learning and one day of at home learning is expected 
• Junior and Senior Band classes will run in first semester only 
• Junior and Senior Choir classes have been postponed until second semester 
• Chamber Choir will start the year as a music history/music appreciation class 
• Vocal Jazz and Jazz Band classes have been postponed indefinitely 
• Peer Tutoring credits will not be scheduled in first semester 
• We have shifted to a six-period day in order to split our students across two lunch hours 

 
Period 1 8:55-10:00 am   Period 4 12:10-1:15 
Period 2 10:00-11:05 am  Period 5 1:15-2:20 
Period 3 11:05-12:10 pm  Period 6 2:20-3:25 
 

o To limit hallway contact, students will move directly from one class to the next. Breaks will be provided as 
needed within the assigned class time. 

o Grade 9 and 10 classes will run from 8:55-12:10 (Periods 1-3) and 1:15-3:25 pm (Periods 5-6) 
o Grade 11 and 12 classes will run from 8:55-11:05 (Periods 1-2) and 12:10-3:25 pm (Periods 4-6) 
o Students are encouraged to go home for lunch whenever possible 

 
• Many classroom assignments have changed to accommodate class sizes, updated schedules will be provided when 

school begins 
• The course change process has been changed for this year. In person course changes will not take place. Instead we 

will be sending out an email outlining a process for requests to be submitted remotely along with a deadline by 
which the requests must be made. More information on course changes will be available in this separate email. 

• Some vocational programs may offer every day programming based on their school policies and class sizes. Specific 
scheduling for students in vocational programs both at W.C. Miller Collegiate and other schools will be provided as it 
is confirmed. 

 

 



In order to help families and students anticipate what the return to school will look like here is some additional 
information: 

• Students will be welcomed back gradually so they can be oriented to the space and the health and safety rules. 
Based on their assigned Green or Gold group, students will attend as follows for the first week: 

o Grade 9 and 10s will attend one of Tuesday, September 8 or Wednesday, September 9 
o Grade 11s and 12s will attend one of Thursday, September 10 or Friday, September 11 

• Lockers will not be used, and students will be required to carry their belongings from class to class 
• Students will not spend time in the hallways and instead will proceed directly to classrooms upon arrival 
• Designated entry and exit doors will be used for each grade 
• Hallway traffic will be divided with individuals walking on the right side 
• Stairwells will be directional – one for moving up and another for traveling down 
• Limited cafeteria service will be available once a system is created for ordering and payment 
• Microwaves will not be available at school 
• Water filling stations are available for filling water bottles, but the water fountains will not otherwise be available  

We hope this provides some preliminary information to help you prepare for the upcoming school year.  You should 
anticipate additional emails with more information, including each students’ assigned group and other school start up 
information as it becomes available.   

We are excited to welcome students back into the building.  The office will open on Monday August 24th for phone and 
email communication.  If you need to visit the school in person, please contact us first so appropriate arrangements can 
be made. 

Thank you, 

Angela Pilkington  Derek Wahl 

Principal   Vice Principal 


